Supplies for Nursing School

Some Supplies may be purchased from

- Adams State Nursing Program:
  - Student Skills Lab Kit $85 – contains all supply items listed below in a sling backpack (calculator not included)
- Or any vendor of your choosing

Supply items that are required for nursing school include:

- Stethoscope – This is an investment in your career. Do not skimp here; an excellent stethoscope is paramount to your physical assessment of your patient.
- Sphygmomanometer (Blood Pressure Cuff)
- Bandage Scissors
- Hemostats or Kelly Forceps
- A plain calculator (NOT your phone or tablet)
- ECG or EKG Calipers (not needed until Medical – Surgical Nursing 2nd semester of Nursing courses)

Personal Tablet required – iPad Air, ipad Air 2, any iPad newer than 2nd generation

- Students are required to have an iPad for testing, eBooks and other class materials, must have iOS 7 or newer capability, minimum 16 GB capacity

Scrubs required – See Handbook for further guidelines

- Khaki, all elastic waist pant, straight in leg in a cargo or standard pocket
- Black Scrub top from Dickie of your choosing
- ASU Nursing patch on upper left shoulder available in the Nursing Administration Office $3 iron-on and sew-on available.

Supply items that are nice to have, but not required include:

- Nursing Pocket Protector
- Nursing Clipboard – a super resource of handy information is on this clipboard
- Medical terminology book or list – can be in electronic format for quick access on iPad
- APA (American Psychiatric Association) manual – can be electronic format for quick access on iPad